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10Abstract In this paper we present the results of an eye-tracking study on collaborative
11problem-solving dyads. Dyads remotely collaborated to learn from contrasting cases involv-
12ing basic concepts about how the human brain processes visual information. In one
13condition, dyads saw the eye gazes of their partner on the screen; in a control group, they
14did not have access to this information. Results indicated that this real-time mutual gaze
15perception intervention helped students achieve a higher quality of collaboration and a
16higher learning gain. Implications for supporting group collaboration are discussed.
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19Introduction

20Foundational work in developmental psychology and in the learning sciences demonstrates that
21joint attention plays a crucial role in any kind of social interaction: From babies learning from
22their caregivers to parents educating their children, teenagers learning from school teachers,
23students collaborating on a project or for any group of adults working toward a common goal,
24joint attention is a fundamental mechanism for establishing common ground between individuals.
25Our goal is to design technological interventions to facilitate this process.
26Technically, joint attention is defined as “the tendency for social partners to focus on a
27common reference and to monitor one another’s attention to an outside entity, such as an
28object, person, or event […]. The fact that two individuals are simultaneously focused on the
29same aspect of the environment at the same time does not constitute joint attention. To
30qualify as joint attention, the social partners need to demonstrate awareness that they are
31attending to something in common” (Tomasello 1995, pp. 86–87). Joint attention is funda-
32mental to social coordination: Young infants communicate emotions in a state of synchrony
33with their caregivers, in turn helping them achieve visual coordination when learning
34language (Stern 1977). Parents use deictic gestures such as pointing at a focus of interest
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35to establish joint visual attention so as to signal important features of the environment to
36their children (Bates et al. 1989). Professors and mentors teach by highlighting subtle
37nuances between the conceptual understanding of their students and experts (Roth 2001).
38Groups of students manage coordination between their members to reach the problem
39solution (Barron 2003), in turn influencing their level of abstract thinking (Schwartz 1995).
40We argue that the construction of joint attention rests significantly though not entirely1 on
41two primary channels of communication: people can either point at things physically (i.e., using
42deictic gestures) or verbally (i.e., by describing the object of interest). Those two mechanisms
43are subject to inefficiencies because misunderstanding can happen on a verbal and on a physical
44level. Verbally, communication is prone to misinterpretation from the receiver. This is likely to
45happen when experts are teaching novices, because novices are still learning the perceptual
46skills to isolate subtle patterns that separate them from experts. For instance, Q3Biderman and
47Shiffrar (1987) showed that experts in performing chick-sexing can categorize 1,000 chicks per
48hour with an accuracy of 98 %, but those experts have a lot of trouble explaining to novices
49(researchers, in that case) how they reached such an impressive speed and precision. Thus,
50words are sometimes a clumsy medium for teaching perceptual skills. Physically, there is an
51extra step of taking the point of view of the other person. From a spatial and social point of view,
52this is not a trivial mental operation (especially for children as demonstrated by Piaget in his
53studies of egocentrism and in more recent studies on the role of ‘theory of mind’ in human
54development (Leudar et al. 2004).
55The goal of our work is to develop new ways of supporting the establishment of perceptual
56joint attention (as distinguished from cognitive, or social joint attention). Our assumption is that
57higher levels of visual synchronization are positively associated with students’ quality of
58collaboration and learning experience. In our study, we designed an intervention to increase
59the quantity of s`tudent dyads’ number of moments of joint attention and studied the effects of
60the intervention on several interlaced variables: visual synchronization, quality of collaboration
61and learning gains computed from pre and post-test. We use eye-tracking technologies to make
62it possible to share users’ real-time gaze behaviors during collaborative learning. More specif-
63ically, our first attempt in this study involved dyads in a remote collaboration studying
64contrasting cases (Schwartz and Bransford 1998). We introduce a new kind of awareness tool
65that provides participants with the continuous updating of the position of their partner’s gaze on
66the screen. Thus, we depict our intervention as enabling real-time mutual gaze perception.
67In the following section, we describe previous research in studying joint attention in collab-
68orative learning situations. We then survey studies using eye-trackers and previous attempts at
69developing “awareness tools” in CSCL (i.e., tools that provide additional information to students
70about their peers). We conclude by summarizing the literature on joint attention and by formu-
71lating our research questions.

72Previous work on joint attention and awareness tools

73Developmental psychologists have conducted the vast majority of the work on joint attention
74by highlighting the crucial role of gaze coordination between infants and adults during
75language learning. Since this work is a primary inspiration for our research, we will start by
76briefly describing a few foundational studies in this area of inquiry and conclude by
77sketching the significance of those results for the field of the learning sciences.

1 Attentional alignment is also established partly by body position and orientation (Kendon 1990).
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78The fundamental role of joint attention in infancy

79An important developmental milestone is the ability to coordinate visual attention between a
80partner and an object of interest. Several studies suggest that humans acquire this skill early in life.
81 Q4Baldwin (1981) showed that 16-month-old babies are able to detect nonverbal cues to a
82referenced object. Bakerman and Adamson (1984) demonstrated that with age, person engage-
83ment (i.e., “the infant is engaged just with the other person. Typically such engagement involves
84face-to-face or person play; For example, a baby giggles and coos as his mother places her face
85close to his and tickles him”) declined while coordinated joint engagement increased (i.e., “The
86infant is actively involved with and coordinates his or her attention to both another person and the
87object that person is involved with. For example, the baby pushes the truck the mother has been
88pushing and then looks back and forth between the mother’s face and the truck”); additionally, an
89infant’s social coordination was more likely to happen when the child played with his or her
90mother. Charman et al. (2000) followed 13 infants aged 20 months for 2 years and administered a
91battery of cognitive tests at different intervals; across a variety of different measures, they found
92that only joint attention behaviors were longitudinally associated with increased theory of mind
93abilities 2 years later. Those studies showed that attentional deployment is one of the first social
94and emotional regulatory processes to appear. Indeed, young infants communicate their emotions
95by being in a state of visual synchronization with their caregivers—which in turn help them
96achieve visual coordination when learning to speak (Stern 1977). Without the ability of
97establishing joint attention, infants would havemuchmore trouble acquiring their native language
98exemplified by the studies of autistic children who show impoverished joint attention behaviors
99(Mundy et al. 1990), and by studies indicating how greater gaze following by infants in play
100sessions with their mothers predicts faster vocabulary development (Brooks and Meltzoff 2008).
101For the scope of this paper, we will not conduct an exhaustive review of the developmental
102work in this field. However, we can confidently assume that joint attention is an established and
103relevant concept in developmental and social psychology: meaningful interactions have been
104shown to be associated with repeated moments of joint visual attention. Humans need to make
105sure that they are communicating about the same object of interest to avoid misunderstanding.
106The previous paragraphs demonstrated that babies learn language, in part, by establishing visual
107coordination with their parents, and that higher levels of joint attention facilitate language
108acquisition. The following paragraphs suggest that children and teenagers also learn more
109efficiently by being visually synchronized with their peers.

110Joint attention in the learning sciences

111During the past decades, research in education has focused substantial efforts on social learning
112and small group cognition. The inspiration for this effort mainly comes from Q5Piaget (1928), who
113postulated that socio-cognitive conflicts cause major cognitive restructuration, and Q6Vygotsky
114(1978) who claimed that learning happens first on a social or cultural level, which is then
115internalized. Those two theories have been joined together under the umbrella of socio-
116constructivist theories of learning. This approach emphasizes the importance of collaboration
117and negotiation of meaning for thinking and learning; as a consequence, socio-constructivist
118researchers have devoted their attention to analyzing group interaction and identifying charac-
119teristics of successful patterns of collaboration. Over the past two decades, CSCL researchers
120have begun to extensively study the influence of technology on collaborative learning. A good
121summary of the goals of the CSCL field can be found in Q7Dillenbourg et al. (1996, pp. 189–211).
122And we may note that joint attention is associated with many overlapping concepts in the
123learning sciences and CSCL—“shared cognition,” “intersubjectivity,” “grounding processes in
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124conversation,” “joint problem-solving,” and “distributed cognition” (please refer to Barron and
125Roschelle 2009, for more details about these overlapping concepts).
126However, as Salomon and Globerson (1989) point out, teams do not always function the way
127that they should. There are multiple issues that can arise in collaborative learning situations (e.g.,
128the “Free Rider effect”, referring to those who benefit from the collaborative activities of the
129group without contributing their own efforts, or the “Sucker Effect”, a tendency for participants
130to contribute less to a group if they expect others will think negatively of them if they work too
131hard or contribute too much). Group work can lead to unproductiveness, wasted time and
132feelings of discouragement. More specifically, Barron (2003) begins to unpack the complexities
133of collaborative work with detailed analyses of triads solving mathematics problems. Focusing
134on explanations for variability in outcomes, she contrasted two groups of students who produced
135radically different outcomes; in one group, students generated, confirmed, documented, and
136reflected upon correct proposals. In the other group, students generated correct proposals but
137their partners ignored or rejected them without rationale and left them undocumented. Case-
138based portraits depicted the challenges that arose as participants attempted (or did not) to
139coordinate individual perspectives into a joint problem solving space. In the less successful
140case, relational issues arose that prevented the group from capitalizing on the insights that fellow
141members had generated. Such relational issues included competitive interactions, differential
142efforts to collaborate, and self-focused problem-solving trajectories. Behaviorally, these issues
143were manifest in violation of turn-taking norms, difficulties in gaining the floor, domination of
144the group workbook, and competing claims of competence. Those differences were not
145explained by students’ prior achievement; rather, the mutuality of exchanges and the achieve-
146ment of joint attention were found to be better predictors of the groups’ success. It seems that the
147outcome of collaboration not only depends on individuals’ contributions, but also on how well
148group members manage individual and joint attention during the collaborative activities.
149As a consequence, we will adopt the point of view expressed by Dillenbourg et al. (1996),
150who argued that: “collaboration is in itself neither efficient nor inefficient. Collaboration
151works under some conditions, and it is the aim of research to determine the conditions under
152which collaborative learning is efficient”. Our goal goes beyond observing collaboration: we
153are interested in designing technological interventions that will support and increase the
154quality of collaboration. This goal is shared among many researchers in CSCL. More
155specifically, we base our intervention on the findings of Barron’s (2003) study: If joint
156attention was among the strongest predictors of a good collaboration, then facilitating this
157process should lead to more productive social interactions.

158Awareness features in CSCL

159As mentioned above, teams are not always more efficient than individuals: group members
160need to sustain mutual understanding, manage a smooth flow of communication, gather as
161many solution-relevant pieces of information as possible, reach a consensus, divide tasks
162equally, make sure to finish the current task within the time limit, treat each other with
163respect, and actively engage in finding a relevant solution to the problem at hand (Meier
164et al. 2007). With so many constraints, it should not be surprising that a good collaboration is
165difficult to establish and maintain. One promising approach in supporting group collabora-
166tion has emerged in CSCL over the last decade: Researchers have begun to design aware-
167ness tools to support productive interactions among students. Awareness tools provide
168additional information to a group of students about their peers (e.g., their level of expertise,
169extraversion, or progression toward a goal). Multiple studies have found that awareness tools
170increase the quality of collaboration in small teams.
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171For instance, Sangin (2009) studied pairs of students remotely working on a concept map
172and found evidence that a knowledge awareness tool (i.e., displaying the level of expertise of
173each member of the dyad) was associated with a higher density of gaze-coupling to a joint
174referent (i.e., joint attention), a higher quality of collaboration and increased learning gains. In
175another line of work, Bachour et al. (2010) described the design of an interactive table
176displaying the participants’ level of participation (i.e., as indexed by the amount of speech
177produced by each individual); their empirical evaluation suggests that this simple visualization
178leads to more balanced patterns of collaboration. More specifically, it prevented those who
179might be described as extroverted users from dominating the discussion and discouraged under-
180participation from those who might be described as introverted individuals2. Independently but
181with convergent results, Kim and Pentland (2009) used sociometric sensors to detect group
182dynamics and found that when these data were used to provide real-time feedback to partici-
183pants, speaking time and interactivity level of groups changed significantly. Especially inter-
184esting was that in groups with one dominant person, the feedback effectively reduced the
185dynamical difference between co-located and distributed collaboration as well as the behavioral
186difference between dominant and non-dominant individuals. Finally, a slightly different kind of
187awareness tool supporting interactions between teachers and students was described by Alavi
188and Dillenbourg (2012). They built an ambient awareness tool to support collaborative work in
189recitation sections. Each device looks like a lantern and displays the status of the group (e.g.,
190which exercise students are working on, if they have asked for help, how much time they have
191been waiting). A user study suggested that this kind of tool leads to improved interactions
192between teams and tutors; they wasted less time waiting for the teaching assistants and spent
193more time working on their assignments. This last example is conceptually different from the
194other projects, because it provides awareness at a higher level of social organization (i.e.,
195between a group of students and a teacher). It is slightly less relevant to us since we are
196interested in raising students’ awareness of each other’s learning activities as indicated by gaze
197patterns to learning resources and simultaneous audio channel interchanges.
198These four projects show that simple visualizations can be quite powerful for supporting
199interactions in small groups. As a consequence, we propose to build on this promising body
200of work to help students coordinate joint visual attention with eye-tracking technologies. In
201the following section, we summarize existing work on using eye-trackers in education and
202describe our approach in designing an awareness tool for supporting visual coordination.

203Eye-tracking and joint attention

204Even though the first eye-trackers were built and used in research over a century ago (e.g.,
205Dodge and Cline 1901: see Jacob and Karn 2003), their use is not widespread in the scientific
206community. Costs, technological challenges, accuracy and latency, the need for advanced data
207analysis skills and other obstacles have prevented their propagation. However, the ability to
208track subjects’ gaze can provide rich and insightful data; some researchers even reflect on how
209eye-trackers may open a new “window into the mind” of the users ( Q8Duchowski 2007) since
210visual attention often reflects cognitive processes. On a technical level, eye-tracking devices
211generate three kinds of data: saccades (“jumps”, that reposition the fovea on a new location of
212the visual field), fixations (prolonged focus of attention on a specific location) and smooth
213pursuits (following an object on the screen). Combined together, thesemeasures provide unique
214opportunities to understand people’s cognitive processes. Furthermore, several eye-tracking

2 It should be noted that this study did not employ empirical measures of extroversion or introversion to arrive
at these characterizations.
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215devices used in parallel may afford an indication of the level of synchronization of the different
216members of a group; for instance, by measuring the number of times users look at the same area
217on the screen within a specified time window (i.e., number of moments of joint attention).
218Previous work in CSCL used eye-trackers to study joint attention in collaborative learning
219situations. For instance, Richardson and Dale (2005) found that the degree of gaze recurrence
220between individual speaker—listener dyads (i.e., the proportion of times that their gazes are
221aligned) is correlated with the listeners’ accuracy on comprehension questions. Richardson
222et al. (2007) showed that common knowledge grounding (i.e., hearing the same background
223information before the task) positively influenced the coordination of visual attention in a
224spontaneous dialogue. Q9Jermann et al. (2001) used synchronized eye-trackers to assess how
225programmers collaboratively worked on a segment of code; they contrasted a ‘good’ and a ‘bad’
226dyad, and their results suggested that a productive collaboration is associated with high joint
227visual recurrence. In another study, Q10Nuessli (2009) showed that eye-tracking data can be
228integrated with other measures to build models of group behavior: by using gaze and raw
229speech data (pitch and speed of the voice), he was able to predict participants’ success with an
230accuracy rate of up to 91 %. As importantly, he was able to make this prediction before the
231activity was over. In a similar study, Q11Liu (2009) used machine-learning techniques to examine
232gaze patterns for collaborating dyads, and was able to predict the level of expertise of each
233subject as soon as 1 minute into the collaboration (with 96 % accuracy). In a similar way,
234Cherubini et al. (2008) designed an algorithm for detecting misunderstanding in a remote
235collaboration by using the distance between the gaze of the emitter and the receiver; they found
236that if there is more dispersion, the likelihood of misunderstandings is increased. Finally,
237Brennan et al. (2008) studied the effect of shared gaze and speech during a spatial search task;
238they found that the shared gaze condition was the best of all. It was twice as fast and efficient as
239solitary search, and significantly faster than other collaborative conditions.
240Taken together, those results support the idea that joint attention and, more generally,
241synchronization between individuals, is crucial for an effective collaboration. They also
242suggest that eye-trackers are a promising way to understand and influence the factors
243responsible for a high-quality collaboration.

244Summary of previous work and hypotheses

245Based on prior work studying joint attention and the effects of awareness tools on collaborative
246learning, we conjecture that new technologies can facilitate collaboration by supporting the
247establishment of joint attention. In a unique application of eye-tracking technologies, we
248propose that their use to inform a collaborator about their partner’s gaze during a collabora-
249tive learning situation by creating a new real-time perceptual data stream overlaid on the static
250representation of the learning resource that they each are studying. We go beyond prior
251research using eye tracking as a researcher methodology and representational medium for
252making scientific inferences about learners or collaborating learners, to use eye tracking in order
253to provide a new real-time information resource for learners to exploit for enhancing their own
254collaborative processes.
255More specifically, our first attempt in this vector of innovation involves dyads studying
256contrasting cases (Schwartz and Bransford 1998) in the domain of neuroscience. In our study,
257contrasting cases were designed “to help students notice information they might otherwise
258overlook. Aswith tasting wines side by side, contrasts can improve discernment“ (Schwartz and
259Martin 2004). We followed the examples given in Schwartz and Bransford (1998) to help
260students notice the deep structure of the concepts taught. More specifically, this learning activity
261is based on the “Preparing for Future Learning” (PFL) framework. The PFL framework
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262proposes to design perceptual tasks to prepare students for traditional instructional activities
263(e.g., attending a lecture or reading a textbook chapter). The PFL approach encourages students
264to explore in order to generate their own theories about a class of phenomena, which sets the
265stage for future learning. Note that we are not testing the PFL approach per se, but we decided to
266use it for three reasons: First, we assumed that a gaze awareness tool is more likely to produce
267positive outcomes for a perceptual task, since we are enhancing the ways in which students may
268perceive their peers’ visual behavior. Second, we are interested in improving proven pedagog-
269ical strategies; the PFL framework is recognized as being a fruitful approach for teaching in
270complex domains. For these reasons, our work is more likely to have an impact on existing
271classroom practices when eye-trackers become commonly used in everyday life. Finally, we
272care about supporting students’ transfer of knowledge to new situations (Pea 1987), as opposed
273to rote memorization. PFL activities are known to promote higher gain on transfer questions
274(Schwartz and Martin 2004).

275General description of the experiment

276Our experiment had three distinct steps: during the first 12 min, dyads worked on five
277contrasting cases in neuroscience that were represented in a single static diagram. We choose
278contrasting cases as an instructional approach, because joint attention is more likely to be a
279significant mediator for students’ learning gains in a highly perceptual task. In this exper-
280iment, we were specifically targeting deictic behavior: by providing gaze information from
281the participants’ partner, we eliminated the need for them to precisely describe which area of
282the screen they were referring to. However, as we note in our discussion, it is unclear if the
283results we obtain will generalize beyond diagram-based contrasting cases. Students had to
284collaboratively explain how visual information is processed in the human brain by studying
285the models described in Fig. 1. In the second step, they then read a text on the same topic for
28612 min. In the final step, they answered a learning test. We used a between-subjects design
287with two conditions. In one condition (“visible-gaze”), dyads were able to see the gaze of
288their partner on the screen. In the other condition (“no-gaze”), they could not. In both
289conditions, an audio channel was open between the collaborating participants.
290Our hypotheses for results from the two conditions are as follows: first, we expect the
291dyads in the treatment group (i.e., students who could see their partner’s gaze on the screen)
292to have a higher quality of collaboration, since this visualization will disambiguate their
293focus of attention and better enable “common ground” for learning conversations (Clark and
294Brennan 1991). Second, we assume that a better collaboration will be positively associated
295with participants’ learning gain (Barron 2003), since users will more efficiently communi-
296cate their understanding of the content taught, and thus better explore the problem space for
297the information needed for their learning task.

298Methods

299Participants Participants were 42 college-level students from a community college (average
300age 23.0, SD=8.3; 28 females, 14 males). Dyads were randomly assigned to the two experi-
301mental conditions: the treatment group was in the “visible-gaze” condition (N=22) with 15
302females and 7 males; the control group was in the “no-gaze” condition, with 13 females and 7
303males (N=20). There was no significant difference in terms of GPA (Grade Point Average)
304between the two conditions: F(1,36)=0.29, p=0.59 (for “visible-gaze”: mean=3.09, SD=0.87;
305for “no-gaze”: mean=3.22, SD=0.59). All participants were taking an introductory class in
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306psychology and were required to participate in an experiment as part of their course. No
307participant had previous knowledge in neuroscience before completing the task. Participants
308did not know each other prior to the study.

309Material During the first step of the experiment, dyads worked on the contrasting cases
310shown in Fig. 1. Their task was to infer the effect of three particular lesions (labeled 2, 4 and
3115 in Fig. 1) on the visual field of a patient. Students had two main ideas to discover to be
312successful in this learning task: first, visual information is crossed after the left geniculate
313nucleus (LGN): in general, the left hemisphere of one’s brain processes the information
314coming from one’s right side of the visual field, and the right hemisphere of one’s brain
315processes the information coming from the left side of one’s visual field. Second, partici-
316pants had to discover that visual information is again divided between the LGN and the
317visual cortex: the outer optic radiation (called Meyer’s Loop) processes information coming
318from the top half of the visual field, while the inner optic radiation processes information
319coming from the bottom half of the visual field. Thus, each pathway between the LGN and
320the visual cortex carries information relative to a quarter of one’s visual field. To derive the
321correct answers, students needed to look both at the color coding of the contrasting cases and
322the answers for cases 1 and 6.
323To compel learner collaboration, the answer for lesion 1 (top left) was visible only to the first
324member of the dyadwhile the answer for lesion 6 (top right) was shown only to its secondmember.
325This “jigsaw”method is commonly used to make sure that one member of the dyad does not solve
326the problem alone (Aronson et al. 1978). The text used in the next step is available online3. The
327document was 5 pages long, contained 972 words and included 6 large figures. The content

3 The text used in the second part of the study is accessible here: http://www.scribd.com/doc/98921800 (last access:
03/08/2013). Originally retrieved from Washington University in St-Louis (http://thalamus.wustl.edu/).

1 2 6

4 5

Fig. 1 The dyads worked on the five contrasting cases above. Possible answers are shown on the right side.
Answers of two cases (#1, top left and #6, top right) were given to subjects. Participants had to solve the three
remaining cases (#2—top middle—and #4 and #5—bottom left and right of the screen, respectively)
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328focused on the visual pathways shown on the contrasting cases in Fig. 1. It explained why various
329lesions have different impacts on the visual field.We removed unnecessary paragraphs with heavy
330medical terminology to keep the task doable in the amount of time provided to the students.

331Experimental design Our study used a between-subjects design. Participants were randomly
332distributed between two conditions: In the treatment group (“visible-gaze”), dyads were able
333to see the gaze of their partner on the screen. In the control group (“no-gaze”), they could
334not. The gaze was only visible during the first step of the experiment for the treatment group
335(i.e., when participants had to collaboratively solve the contrasting cases shown in Fig. 1).

336Procedure Upon their arrival, participants were welcomed and thanked for their participa-
337tion. The experimenter then explained that they would need to collaborate and suggested that
338they introduce themselves to their partner. They were also told that each member of the dyad
339would be in a different room, but would be able to communicate via a microphone audio
340channel. The experimenter explained that participants would learn basic concepts in neuro-
341science, and he described the structure of the experiment—12 min of analysis of contrasting
342cases, 12 min of reading a text solitarily and silently, and as much time as needed for the
343learning test. Each participant then followed the experimenter to different rooms, where he
344calibrated their personal eye-tracker. At the beginning of the task, the contrasting cases were
345then presented for approximately 1 minute to each participant and the experimenter ensured
346that they understood the goal of the task. Participants then worked on the contrasting cases
347and tried to determine how different lesions affected the brain’s visual field. After 12 min,
348the screen automatically switched to a text explaining how the human brain processes visual
349information. The experimenter informed participants that they should read the text individ-
350ually and afterwards discuss it with their partner. The audio channel remained opened for
351this step. After 12 min, the screen being observed by the dyads automatically switched to the
352learning test. The experimenter then told the subjects to individually complete the test and
353stopped the audio link. Participants took as much time as they needed for completion. They
354were then debriefed as the experimenter explained the goal of the study.

355Eye-tracking setup We used two desktop-based Tobii X1 eye-trackers running at 30 Hz to
356capture and display participants’ gaze. We used an in-house server for synchronizing the two
357devices. Calibrations were performed using a five-points calibration at the beginning of the
358experiment. Additionally, since our areas of interest are quite large (for most analyses we used
359one diagram as an area of interest), we did not correct for gaze deviations. However, we cursorily
360watched the videos showing the participants’ gaze patterns to ensure that no large deviation was
361present in our dataset.

362Design of the gaze-awareness tool The gaze of each participant was displayed to their partner
363as a light blue dot of 20 pixels of diameter on the screen. The circle was half transparent (40 %
364opacity) and refreshed approximately four times per second. We determined those values by
365trial and error to avoid a distracting effect; we found non-transparent circles that were refreshed
366too often created frustration. During the experiment, students had the opportunity to hide the
367circle by pressing any key on the keyboard, yet no participant used this function.

368Measures Because no participant had previous knowledge in neuroscience, learning gains
369were computed from the final learning test, which contained 15 questions: five terminology
370questions (participants were asked to provide the name of a specific brain region or pathway),
371five conceptual questions (participants had to predict the effect of a specific lesion), and five
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372transfer questions (subjects had to use their new knowledge to solve a vignette; e.g., “patient X
373is likely to have a lesion in region Y of the brain; should he be allowed to drive?”). The tests
374were administered electronically and multiple-choice questions were coded automatically (i.e.,
375students were allowed to choose only one option). Transfer questions were open-ended; we
376gave 1 point for a correct answer, 0.5 points for an ambiguous answer suggesting a correct logic,
377and 0 points for wrong answers. Two researchers evaluated the answers and agreed on a
378common definition for “ambiguous”, “correct” and “wrong”.
379The quality of collaboration was rated using dimensions developed in Meier et al. (2007),
380who assessed collaboration on a five-point scale across nine dimensions (sustaining mutual
381understanding, dialogue management, information pooling, reaching consensus, task divi-
382sion, task management, technical coordination, reciprocal interaction, and individual task
383orientation). The evaluation of this rating scheme demonstrated a high inter-rater reliability,
384consistency and validity, which rendered it as an appropriate tool for assessing collaboration.
385In addition to those nine dimensions, we also computed a general “collaboration score” by
386averaging each dyads’ scores on those sub-dimensions. This compound variable allowed us to
387run higher-level correlations between our eye-tracking indicators and students’ interactions.
388Additionally, we categorized each participant in a binary manner as being either the “leader”
389or the “follower” in the activity. This distinction is motivated by recent work in HCI (Human-
390Computer Interaction), where Shaer, et al. (2011) noticed that pairs of participants tended to
391assign “roles” to their members; for instance, in collaborative tasks there tends to be a “driver”,
392who is physically active and controls the interface, and a “passenger”, who is physically inactive
393and merely proposes verbal suggestions. This pattern was also documented in classroom-based
394uses of microcomputers in Sheingold et al. (1984), in which the pattern of “I’m the thinkist,

Fig. 2 The total scores of the learning gain and the three sub-dimensions measured: conceptual understand-
ing, participants’ recall of the terminology, and transfer questions (crossed with two factors: experimental
conditions and individuals’ status in the dyad). Whiskers represent standard errors
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395you’re the typist” was identified. Those profiles of collaboration are interesting, because they
396inform us about the emergent dynamic of a group. Inspired by this approach, we developed a
397rough coding scheme to distinguish between’ leaders’ (the equivalent of Shaer’s ‘drivers’) and
398‘followers’ (the equivalent of Shaer’s ‘passengers’). We used several indicators to categorize
399each dyad’s members: 1) who started the discussion when the experimenter leaves, 2) who spoke
400most, 3) who managed turn-taking (e.g., by asking “what do you think?”, “how do you
401understand this part of the diagram?”), and 4) who decides the next focus of attention (e.g.,
402“so to summarize, our answers are […]. I think we need to spendmore time on diagramX”). This
403measure can be considered as an aggregate estimation over the whole activity of the dyad’s
404dynamic profile, since we acknowledged that subjects are likely to shift roles while solving
405contrasting cases.We also recognize that this categorization is more likely to be a continuum, and
406that in a few cases the difference between followers and leaders may be subtle. The decision to
407only have two categories was made to simplify the coding process and present clearer results
408(Fig. 2), but we acknowledge that this coding presents an oversimplified picture of the dyads’
409dynamic. Future work will analyze this kind of interaction on a more fine-grained level.
410Finally, we collected eye-tracking data during the experiment: approximately 30 data-
411points per second were captured for each participant. This gave us ~1,000,000 gaze points in
412total. Within those measurements, we also collected participants’ pupil size as a measure of
413cognitive load, as we explain subsequently. Our main motivation for collecting and analyz-
414ing eye-tracking data is to compute a quantitative measure of joint attention. By synchro-
415nizing our two eye-trackers, we can see how often dyads looked at the same thing at the
416same time on the screen. We can then relate this measure to the groups’ quality of
417collaboration and learning gains. Additionally, we can also track students’ cognitive load
418and see: 1) if monitoring an additional channel of information (i.e., the gaze of their partner)
419increased participants’ efforts to complete the task, and 2) if more successful students are
420characterized by a higher level of cognitive load.
421More specifically, from our data we isolated four different measures from the eye-tracking
422data:

423(1) First, we counted the number of fixations on the five contrasting cases and on the
424region showing the potential answers;
425(2) Second, we aggregated the number of saccades between two regions from the six
426previously mentioned (i.e., five cases and one area for the answers);
427(3) Third, we defined a “joint attention” measure, where we counted how many times both
428participants looked at the same case on the screen. Previous research has shown that
429subjects need ~2 s to focus their attention on an object after a peer mentions it
430(Richardson and Dale 2005). We followed those guidelines to create our measure:
431for each data point, we checked whether the other member of the dyad was looking at
432the same area of the screen during the preceding or following two seconds.
433(4) Fourth, we used the size of the participants’ pupil as an indication of his or her cognitive
434load.When a person is faced with a challenging cognitive task, his or her pupils dilate (the
435task-evoked pupillary response: Beatty 1982; Beatty and Lucero-Wagoner 2000), so pupil
436dilation may be used for estimating cognitive load. However, it should be noted that there
437is some debate about using pupil dilation as a measure of cognitive load; consequently,
438our data for pupil dilation should be provisionally taken as estimations of cognitive load.
439Additionally, since eye-trackers react differently to the physiology of different eyes, we
440divided each measure by the total number of data points for each participant. This
441computation yielded the percentage of fixations, percentage of saccades, and percentage
442of joint attention. For the cognitive load, we also subtracted the smallest value from each
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443measure of a particular participant to take into account differences in eyes’morphologies.
444Participants’ pupil size is not always a reliable measure, especially when the lighting
445conditions vary; however, since the room we used for the experiment did not have a
446window and thus had a constant lighting, we included those results for our analysis.

447Qualitative analysis The previous measures provide quantitative data on the effects of a
448gaze-awareness tool on students’ remote collaboration. However they do not provide us with
449any explanation for causal mechanisms that may be responsible for such effects. We also
450tried to qualitatively analyze our data by comparing two dyads in terms of their gaze
451patterns. We compared two groups: one in the “visible-gaze” condition and one in the
452“no-gaze” condition. The main goal of this comparison is to illustrate how our intervention
453changed the behaviors of our participants. More specifically, we focused on four dimen-
454sions: (1) students’ ability to coordinate themselves, (2) to create convention, (3) to build
455hypotheses and (4) to share theories. We chose those two groups randomly; it is possible that
456there are differences between them that go beyond their experimental condition, but our goal
457here is not to generalize our observations to the entire sample or to a population. Rather, as
458stated above, our aim was to suggest potential mechanisms for the effect of a gaze-awareness
459tool on students’ collaboration. Thus, we only watched the two videos at 0.5x speed to be
460able to analyze gaze patterns. We report our observations in the last subsection of the results.
461

462Results

463In this section, we compare main effects for learning gains and collaboration scores across
464our two experimental groups. We then characterize the dyads of our experiments in terms of
465their gaze patterns by analyzing our eye-tracking data. We also compare process variables in
466terms of their predictive effect as mediators. Finally, we conclude by conducting a small
467qualitative analysis of two dyads (one from each experimental group) to suggest mecha-
468nisms for explaining the main effects found.

469Learning and collaboration

470For the analyses related to our main hypotheses (learning gains, joint attention and quality of
471collaboration), we made sure that our Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) met the assumptions of
472normality and homogeneity of variance by generating and analyzing histograms and boxplots.
473We also made sure that our distributions did not have outliers beyond two standard deviations.
474As predicted, we found that participants in the “visible-gaze” group outperformed the
475dyads in the “no-gaze” condition for the total learning gain: F(1,40)=7.81, p<0.01. For the
476sub-dimensions, they also scored higher on the transfer questions F(1,40)=4.47, p<0.05. The
477difference is likely to be significant for the terminology questions F(1,40)=3.59, p=0.065
478and for the conceptual questions F(1,40)=2.11, p=0.154 with a larger sample, since the effect
479sizes are between medium and large (Cohen’s d are 0.62 and 0.5, respectively). Additionally,
480we took students’ GPA (Grade Point Average) into account to perform further analyses (four
481data points were missing, two in each condition). The difference between our two conditions
482remained significant when taking the GPA as a covariate: F(1,36)=6.79, p=0.013 and taking
483the dyads as the unit of analysis: F(1,18)=9.19, p=0.007.
484The treatment group (“visible gaze”) also had a higher quality of collaboration as measured
485by Meier et al. (2007) rating scheme. The total score is an average across the nine sub-
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486dimensions described in the “measure” section (as a reminder, each group was given a score
487between −3 and +3): F(1,19)=11.73, p<0.01, Cohen’s d=1.24 (mean for the treatment
488group=0.89, SD=0.48; mean for the control group=−0.08, SD=0.79). More specifically, those
489visible-gaze condition dyads were better at sustaining mutual understanding: F(1,19)=5.15,
490p<0.05 (mean for the treatment group=1.27, SD=0.88; mean for the control group=0.30,
491SD=1.03), pooling information: F(1,19)=7.53, p<0.05 (mean for the treatment group=1.18,
492SD=0.97; mean for the control group=−0.20, SD=1.28), reaching consensus: F(1,19)=22.57,
493p<0.001 (mean for the treatment group=1.36, SD=0.79; mean for the control group=−0.1,
494SD=0.55), and managing time: F(1,19)=4.98, p<0.05 (mean for the treatment group=1.00,

Fig. 3 Dashed arrows indicate that subjects in the “no-gaze” condition made more visual comparisons
between two regions on the screen compared to subjects in the “visible-gaze” condition; vice-versa for the
solid arrows

Fig. 4 Participants’ pupil size in each condition (distinguishing leaders and followers)
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495SD=0.67; mean for the control group=0.00, SD=1.29). A second judge double-coded 20 % of
496the video data; inter-reliability index using Krippendorff’s alpha was 0.81. An alpha higher than
4970.8 is considered as a reliable agreement between judges ( Q12Hayes & Krippendorff 2007).
498We categorized each member of the dyad as ‘leader’ or ‘follower’ (Fig. 2). We found an
499interaction effect between those two factors (experimental condition and individuals’ status)
500on the total learning score: F(1,38)=5.29, p<0.05. Followers who could see the gaze of the
501leader learned significantly more than followers who could not (see the “Total” column in
502Fig. 2). Overall, followers in the “visible-gaze” condition learned more than followers in the
503“no-gaze” condition: F(1,19)=10.65, p<0.005 (mean=0.54, SD=0.15, mean=0.35, SD=0.11,
504respectively). There was no significant difference between leaders in the two conditions:
505F(1,19)=0.26, p=0.61 (mean=0.44, SD=0.09, mean=0.42, SD=0.11, respectively). Addition-
506ally, leaders and followers did not differ in terms of their GPA: F(1,36)<1 (for followers,
507mean=3.19, SD=0.75; for leaders, mean=3.11, SD=0.76).

508Eye-tracking Data We analyzed our eye-tracking data in order to describe the ways in which
509students’ strategies differed when they could see the gaze of their partner on the screen while
510working on the contrasting cases. We excluded five subjects from those analyses because of
511missing data (due to the eye-tracker crashing during the activity). Three such participants were
512in the “no-gaze” condition, and two participants were in the “visible-gaze” condition. We thus
513have 37 subjects when measuring the number of fixations and saccades, and 16 dyads (32

Fig. 5 Percentage of Joint Attention in each experimental condition

Fig. 6 Mediation model for our experiment. We tested the following potential mediators: cognitive load
(measured by the size of participants’ pupils), quality of collaboration (measured by Meier, Spada and
Rummel’s [2007] rating scheme) and percentage of joint attention (estimated with the eye-tracking data)
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514subjects) when measuring joint attention. We found that participants in the “no-gaze” condition
515had significantly more fixations on case one (F(1,35)=9.69, p<0.01, Cohen’s d=1.28), and case
516three (F(1,35)=4.92, p<0.05, Cohen’s d=0.8). Participants in the “visible-gaze” condition spent
517more time looking at the answers (F(1,35)=10.41, p<0.01 Cohen’s d=1.21).
518In terms of examining the gaze saccades between regions, we divided the screen into six
519areas: the five contrasting cases and the answers on the right. Figure 3 summarizes the results
520obtained. Subjects in the “visible-gaze” condition made more comparisons between case five
521and the answers (F(1, 34)=6.41, p<0.05; Cohen’s d=0.77; F(1,34)=7.14, p<0.05; Cohen’s
522d=0.82), from the answer to case four (F(1,34)=7.12, p<0.05; Cohen’s d=0.74), and from
523case two to the answers (F(1,34)=5.12, p<0.05; Cohen’s d=0.73). Subjects in the “no-gaze”
524condition made more saccades from case one to case six (F(1,34)=5,32, p<0.05; Cohen’s
525d=0.59) and from case five to case one (F(1,34)=6.14, p<0.05; Cohen’s d=0.81). Even
526though we conducted multiple comparisons, we decided to follow Rothman’s advice (1990)
527to not adjust our results. This researcher suggested that not correcting results led to fewer
528errors and supported researchers’ explorations of alternative hypotheses. Additionally, since
529those results are descriptive and not central to our claims, we leave it to the reader to hedge
530their interpretation of those numbers.
531We did not find a significant difference for cognitive load between the two gaze conditions:
532F(1,35)=1.09, p=0.3 (mean=1.44, SD=0.34 for “visible-gaze”; mean=1.31 SD=0.41 for “no-
533gaze”). The interaction effect between experimental condition and leader/follower status within
534the dyad is also not significant: F(1,29)=2.51, p=0.12, yet the effect size is between medium and
535large (partial eta squared=0.08; note that we are not using Cohen’s d, here), which suggests that
536followers in the “no-gaze” condition made more cognitive effort than followers in the “visible-
537gaze” condition. It would be interesting to have more subjects to see if this result becomes
538significant. The pattern is similar in direction to the one described for the learning test (i.e.,
539followers tended to have a higher cognitive load than leaders in the “no-gaze” condition, and
540followers tended to have a lower cognitive load than leaders in the “visible-gaze” condition;
541Fig. 4).
542Participants in the “visible-gaze” condition achieved joint attention more often than the
543participants in the “no-gaze” condition (see Fig. 5; for our analyses, we considered the percent-
544age of moments of joint attention, in order to not give higher scores to subjects whose eyes were
545more easily detected by our eye-trackers): F(1,30)=22.45, p<0.001, Cohen’s d=1.73. This result
546holds when taking dyads (and not individuals) as the unit of analysis: F(1, 14)=16.36, p<0.001,
547Cohen’s d=2.01. The percentage of joint attention is one of the only measures correlated with a
548positive learning gain: r=0.39, p<0.05. Recall that our measure for joint attention was determined
549by whether, for each data point, the other member of the dyad was looking at the same area of the
550screen during the preceding or following two seconds, regardless of their verbal participation.
551We did not compute an exact match of x-y coordinates; instead, we considered each diagram and
552the column of answers to be areas of interest, since they have a conceptual significance for our
553task. Finally the percentage of moments of joint attention was also correlated with the quality of
554collaboration of the dyads: r=0.58, p<0.001.

555Basic speech processing One explanation for students’ higher learning gain in the visible-
556gaze condition is that our intervention provided them with more opportunities for dialogue:
557By looking at their partners’ gaze, they could directly start a discussion on the diagram being
558looked at. Thus, to examine this conjecture, we analyzed the audio files of the experiment
559with a custom-made script that estimates the amount of speech produced by each participant.
560We found that subjects in the “visible-gaze” condition spoke more than the subjects in the
561“no-gaze” condition: F(1,38)=6.13, p<0.05 (mean=273.72 s., SD=125.96 for “visible-gaze”,
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562mean=189.11 s., SD=83.55 for “no-gaze”). This significant difference remains when taking
563the dyads as the unit of analysis: F(1,19)=5.56, p=0.029. At the individual level (when
564considering the amount of speech produced by each individual), this measure was not
565correlated with participants’ scores on the learning test: r=0.24, p=0.14. At the dyadic level
566(when considering the amount of speech produced by the group), this measure was associ-
567ated with a higher percentage of joint attention: r=0.46, p<0.01.

568Model for potential mediators In this section, we tested which process variables were most
569strongly associated with a positive learning gain. One may hypothesize that the quality of
570collaboration, the amount of cognitive effort exerted by the participants, or the percentage of
571joint attention for a dyad during the 12 min session may predict students’ learning. We tested
572for multiple mediation using Preacher and Hayes’ (2008) bootstrapping methodology for
573indirect effects. We used 5,000 bootstrap resamples to describe the confidence intervals of
574indirect effects in a manner making no assumptions about the distribution of the indirect
575effects. Significance is determined by checking if a confidence interval does not contain
576zero. We tested our model with the following candidates for ‘mediator’: Collaboration,
577percentage of joint attention, and cognitive load. GPAwas used as a covariate, since our goal
578is to find mediators irrespective of participants’ grades. Results for multiple mediation
579indicated that only joint attention (CI: [0.03; 0.19]) was a mediator for learning (see Fig. 6).

580Vignette As a reminder, we note that the previous sections provided quantitative data on the
581effect of a gaze-awareness tool on students’ remote collaboration. However, they do not provide
582us with any explanation for the mechanisms that may be responsible for such effects. Table 1
583seeks to suggest qualitative explanations for the positive effect of our gaze-awareness tool on
584students’ learning gains and quality of collaboration. We compared two groups: one in the
585“visible-gaze” condition (Table 1 left side) and one in the “no-gaze” condition (Table 1 right side).

586In terms of coordination, we found substantial differences between our two dyads. More
587specifically, the four following points summarize our qualitative observations:

588(1) First, the sequence of actions was reversed: in the “visible-gaze” dyad, the leader
589would start talking about a lesion, and the follower’s gaze would go to the same area on
590the screen before the leader even mentioned the lesion’s number (v2). In the “no-gaze”
591dyad, the follower would have the double burden of finding the lesion of interest, and
592following the leader’s explanation in parallel (n2). We argue that our gaze awareness
593intervention facilitated coordination and helped the follower anticipate the leader’s
594explanations.
595(2) Second, we found the emergence of interesting new anaphoric conventions: in the
596“visible-gaze” dyad (v3), when Lea says “so that would be… left-left, right-right”,
597neither of them explicitly stated that she was referring to the eyes and hemifields of the
598diagram. Rather, they implicitly built the convention of moving their gaze as a deictic
599gesture to complement their explanations—illustrating how conventions of efficient
600language use such as anaphora when individuals are co-located in a conversation
601(Clark 1996) extended to remote collaboration when an alternative referring mecha-
602nism (gaze in this case) can be used in the collaborative process of common ground
603construction during discourse.
604(3) Third, we hypothesized that our intervention helped students share their cognition, even
605though they did not master the expert terminology of the domain: sentences as vague as
606“they are both going to be equal” (v2) suddenly made sense when Lea pointed her gaze at
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t1:1 Table 1

t1:2 VQ13 isible-gaze (P54-P55) No-gaze (P07-P08)

t1:3 Lea (L) is the leader, and Flo the follower (F).
(v1) building anticipation (1:22)
L: I have an answer for the… [gaze moving to case 1]
F: [gaze moving to case 1]
L: … further most left one.
F: Okay. Where the lesion is the orange colored thing.
(v2) sharing hypotheses (3:45)
L: maybe lesion two is… [gaze moving back and

forth between the two hemifields, eyes and optic
nerves]

F: [her gaze is moving from Lea’s gaze to the other
lesions]

L: those are both… they would be disrupted… I think
that lesion two would be… [gaze moving to the
second answer]

F: [gaze moving to the second answer]
L: the second one.
F: why do you say that?
L: because they are both going to be equal [gaze

moving to the lesion where two optic nerves (one
from the right hemifield, one from the left
hemifield) are severed]

F: [gaze drifting to the same point] oh right.
(v3) creating implicit conventions (6:20)
F: let’s look at two again
[both gazes move to lesion 2]
L: everything is sort of cut off…
F: well it’s just the two in the middle
L: yeah so that would be… left-left [gaze moving from

the left hemifield to the left eye, followed by Flo’s
gaze] and right-right [gaze moving from the right
hemifield to the right eye followed by Flo’s gaze]

F: [gaze moving to the second answer, followed by
Lea’s gaze] … which would be the second one.

L: yeah, which is the second one.
(v4) sharing theories (7:34)
L: so for the fifth we are not sure […].
[both gazes are exploring different cases on their own]

L: so maybe the further away from the eye it is, the
less severe [gaze moving from the eyes to the LGN on
lesion 1]

F: [gaze moving to lesion 1] Maybe… what was
lesion one again?

L: that was the top left and top right [gaze moving to
the 4th answer, followed by Flo’s gaze], the fourth
one down.

F: Oh…Ooooh…Hum [gaze comparing cases 1 and 5]
L: so the one you had was right by the eye, and it was

completely crossed out [gaze on lesion 6]
F: [gaze moving to lesion 6, then 5] so maybe this

would be similarly only a quarter of the eye
L: [gaze on answer 5] yeah, maybe it would be the third

one from the bottom [followed by Flo’s gaze on
F: maybe… hum… [gaze jumping from lesion 5 to

answer 5]

Laurie (L) is the leader, and Fiona is the follower (F).
(n1) establishing common grounds (0–0:30)
L: Hi!
F: Hi! [laughing] I don’t get this stuff.
L: I don’t either!
F: okay, so I have one with the answer [looking at her

case]
L: yeah I have an example too. [looking at her case]
(n2) sharing answers (2:37–3:45)
F: so… [gaze moving to lesion 1] do you see lesion 1?
L: yes [gaze moving to lesion 1].
F: I think it blocks Meyer’s loop somehow.
L: yes
F: so the answer would be the left and the right…
L: [gaze moving between answer 4 and 5]
F: both the visions, they’re blocked by one fourth. So

it’s not like completely blocked. So the answer
would be that one [gaze moving to answer 4].

L: but how is it… hum… [gaze still moving between
answer 4 and 5]. So you think it’s the fourth
answer down? Where the quarter is blacked out on
the top? On the left?

F: yes both right and left vision.
(n3) sharing theories (8:19)
F: [gaze on lesion 5] you said that lesion 5 would be

the third from the bottom, right? [gaze on answer
5]

L: [gaze moving from lesion 5 to answer 5] yeah I
think so because it’s blocking the left lower part
[gaze moving back and forth between lesion 1 and
5]

F: hu [gaze moving back and forth between lesion 4
and 6]

L: but then again it kinda doesn’t make sense because
if the answer for lesion 1 was the top left,

F:[gaze moving to lesion 1, but then going back to
lesion 4] hu hu

L: then wouldn’t it be blocked on the opposite side of
where the lesion is?

F: [gaze moving from lesion 1 to 5] that’s what I
thought…

(n4) sharing hypotheses (5:20–6:10)
L: okay lesion 4…
F: lesion 4 would be
L: [gaze moving from the lesion to the third answer] I

think it is the one that’s half and half, the third one
from the top. Because it blocks… [gaze moving to
the eye]

F: [gaze moving to the third answer] the left part of
the vision?

L: yeah I don’t know
F: maybe
L: [laughing]
F: Hum… maybe. I don’t know [laughing], whatever

you say [both laugh]
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607the optic nerves to show that half of the information from each hemifield would be
608disrupted. This is particularly interesting because novices often lack the vocabulary to
609effectively communicate their assumptions. In our case, it provided Flo with additional
610information about the symmetry of the brain and helped her build her own hypotheses.
611(4) Fourth, we observed a tighter coupling between subjects’ attention in the “visible-gaze”
612condition (v4): gazes would “dance” together during a longer period of time and focus on
613the same lesions even though they were not explicitly mentioned. In the control group, the
614follower would briefly attend to the same lesion as the leader talked, and then continue to
615explore other lesions (n3). This suggests that the theories built during the activity were
616more the result of the dyad’s shared cognition (in the “visible-gaze” condition), and more
617the results of individuals’ cumulative contributions in the “no-gaze” condition.

618Discussion

619Our findings demonstrate the importance of mediating technologies for supporting joint attention
620in collaborative learning activities.We conducted a studywhere students needed to learn from five
621contrasting cases in a remote collaboration. In one condition, subjects could see the gaze of their
622partner on the screen as it was being produced. In the other, they could not. In both conditions, an
623audio channel was open between the participants in the dyad, as a medium for use in the
624coordination of their activities. Our results reveal that this simple intervention was associated
625with subjects in the visible gaze condition producing a higher quality of collaboration and learning
626more from the contrasting cases. In particular, participants characterized as ‘followers’ saw their
627learning gain dramatically increase as compared to ‘leaders’. This result was partially confirmed
628by a similar pattern found for students’ cognitive load: followers in the control group expended
629more effort than leaders while learning less; followers in the treatment group spent less effort than
630leaders but learned more. We also found that subjects in the “no-gaze” condition spent more time
631on cases one and six; this suggests that they took more time (and probably had more difficulty)
632sharing their answers. Participants in the “visible-gaze” condition had a higher percentage of joint
633attention, which proved to be a significant mediator for learning. Interestingly, our measures of
634students’ quality of collaboration did not significantly correlate with their learning gains. This
635suggests that perhaps visual coordination is a dimension of collaboration that is not captured by
636the rating scheme we used. Thus, our results may be an indication of future work for refining
637Meier, Spada and Rummel’s approach for assessing collaboration.
638These results provide strong evidence for the important contributions of real-timemutual gaze
639perception—a special form of technology-mediated shared attention—to the learning gains and
640collaboration quality of collaborative learning groups. Additional qualitative observations sug-
641gest that our intervention helped students on four dimensions: by supporting coordination,
642creating conventions, sharing cognition and by making knowledge-building a collective process
643rather than an individual one.
644One might argue that a shared pointer could achieve a similar effect. Due to time constraints
645and limited access to participants, we did not include this condition in our experiment. However,
646we are interested in studying the effect of shared pointers in future studies compared to gaze-
647awareness tools. Conceptually, we believe that real-time mutual gaze perception may have
648several key advantages over a shared pointer: First, there is a cognitive overhead associated
649with consciously moving a cursor to a region of interest, which may interfere with the learning
650task. A gaze awareness tool does this work automatically, without requiring additional effort on
651the part of the user. There is also a certain degree of uncertainty associated with a cursor that stops
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652moving; is your partner thinking, being distracted, or waiting on you? By looking at the videos of
653our experiment, we saw that members of a dyad would perform some sort of “micro-monitoring”
654of their partner’s behavior, where they would check on their partner’s gaze every few seconds.
655We believe that a continual flux of gaze information reduces uncertainty and helps students
656regulate the dynamics of their dyad. In summary, we hypothesize that our gaze awareness tool
657enabled some behaviors that would not be possible with a shared pointer. Future studies are
658needed to demonstrate the unique affordances of each of those interventions.
659There is an alternative interpretation for these results. Most participants were using an eye-
660tracker for the first time, and it is possible that this novelty effect generated more engagement
661toward the learning task in the “visible-gaze” condition. If this interpretation is warranted, it
662would to some extent undermine the usefulness of our results. However, by reviewing the
663transcripts, we found that only two dyads (17 % of the participants) commented on the gaze-
664awareness tool or expressed any kind of surprise. We plan on further exploring this question by
665using natural-language processing algorithms (NLP) on the transcripts and the audio data; more
666specifically, we will extract the arousal expressed by the participants’ voices (Boersma 2002) to
667see whether subjects in one condition showed more engagement toward the learning task. One
668should note, however, that differences in engagement can’t explain the differences found in the
669vignette above. Future work will explore how much variance of the learning effect each of those
670factors may explain.

671General discussion

672It is well established that joint attention plays a crucial role in any kind of social interaction. Our
673study provides additional evidence that its role is also preponderant in collaborative learning
674situations. We predict that in a near future, eye-trackers will become increasingly cheaper and
675widely available to a broad range of devices (e.g., not only desktops and laptops, but also
676smartphones and technology-enhanced eye glasses). Our study shows that in some technology-
677mediated interactions, real-time mutual gaze perception is beneficial for collaboration. Those
678results have important implications, especially for e-learning environments, since achieving a
679good remote collaboration is particularly challenging (Kreijns et al. 2003). Thus, we believe
680that it will be promising to explore the conditions under which students’ visual exploration
681should be made available to their partners when working remotely. One caveat is that this
682awareness tool seems to work well for dyads; we are more skeptical of the use of a gaze-
683awareness tool for triads or large groups where this visualization may become distracting.
684Future work should investigate whether this effect generalizes to different tasks and group sizes.
685Our findings also have indirect implications for co-located interactions; as Barron (2003)
686highlighted in her study, having students collaborate in the same space, either side-by-side or
687face-to-face, does not make the establishment of joint attention trivial. We hypothesize that our
688interventionmay lead to similar benefits for students working on an interactive surface (as while
689wearing eye-tracking goggles). Finally, our results have further implications for teachers’
690practices; with training, we posit that gaze-awareness tools could teach students the value of
691achieving joint attention in collaborative groups. The ability to effectively collaborate with
692peers was recently highlighted as a crucial 21st century competency (Trilling and Fadel 2009).
693From the standpoint of developing the sciences of collaborative learning, this study has the
694merit of providing quantitative measures to advance Barron’s (2003) data-driven conceptual-
695ization of collaboration quality. In her study, she developed qualitative and quantitative
696indicators for joint attention from discourse and interaction analysis via intensive study of
697video recordings of collaborative learning dyads (for broader perspective on such analyses, see
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698Barron et al. 2013). In our approach, joint attention is computed in an objective way, without the
699need for a human coder. We argue that the use of eye-trackers is highly relevant for studying
700collaborative learning, because it provides the opportunity to speed up the research process by
701quickly computing metrics of interest and by providing real-time feedback to learners and
702teachers. With further developments, such measures could be used in real-time in classrooms;
703Liu et al. (2009) and Nuessli (2009) showed that machine learning techniques can predict
704students’ expertise and task outcomes while the activity is still ongoing. In future classrooms,
705this approach could prove to be highly powerful in sensing and then re-mediating students’
706collaboration difficulties to prevent continued unproductive collaborative activities. Given real-
707time data processing (gaze and speech) and comprehensible data visualizations, teachers could
708immediately identify students who are having difficulties, and provide additional assistance to
709them. This kind of preventive approach is extremely appealing, because it allows teachers to
710provide help to students before they even realize that they need help. The employment of
711technological supports for overcoming collaboration challenges could also be triggered when
712such dyadic difficulties are sensed during eye-tracking, though at this stage of understanding,
713further studies are needed to guide the development of such real-time collaboration sensing and
714re-mediation scaffolding tools.
715This study has several noteworthy limitations: (1) First, we studied a very specific kind of
716collaboration: situations where members of a dyad were communicating via a microphone and
717sharing a computer screen. It is not clear whether this kind of awareness tool would have the same
718effect in a co-located situation where computer-using collaborators are side by side. One might
719assume that joint attention is more readily achieved in a face-to-face or side-by-side collaboration,
720but as we have noted, Barron’s (2003) study with co-located middle school collaborators solving
721math problems indicated real collaboration challenges even when face to face and sharing
722documents for learning. Future studies using eye-tracking goggles on interactive surfaces could
723address this question. (2) Second, students had a limited amount of time to work on the
724contrasting cases. It was unclear how this limitation impacted students’ performance. (3) Third,
725we only cursorily evaluated the transcripts of the dyads. More fine-grained coding schemes may
726provide additional clues as to how joint attention specifically facilitated collaborative learning; the
727interaction effect between followers and leaders is especially interesting, and should be analyzed
728in greater depth. (4) Four, our sample is rather small (especially when considering dyads as the
729unit of analysis); future studies should seek to replicate this effect with more subjects. (5) Fifth,
730onemay argue about the sub-categories describing the learning gains (e.g., it is debatable whether
731the questions about predicting the effect of a lesion are effectively measuring conceptual
732understanding). However, because we are not making particular claims about those sub-
733categories, and since the same pattern is repeated across our three learning sub-dimensions
734(i.e., the interaction effect between followers and leaders), we do not consider this issue to be a
735serious limitation of our findings. (6) Lastly, most of our statistics are conducted at both the
736individual and dyadic level. It would be more appropriate to conduct multi-level analyses to
737account for the learners’ non-independence (Cress 2008). In particular, the fact that we analyzed
738eye-tracking data (fixations, saccades) at the individual level is a significant limitation of our
739work. However, since our claims are about joint attention, we made sure that the results related to
740this measure remained significant when taking dyads as the unit of analysis.
741In future work, we plan on evaluating the result of our qualitative observations. More
742specifically, we want to quantitatively measure the four dimensions we uncovered and examine
743whether those processes (and others we may uncover) are significantly different across condi-
744tions. Second, a next logical step is to investigate this phenomenon in a different setting (e.g., in
745a co-located situation). Eye-tracking goggles could offer an interesting tool for this purpose.
746Third, it would be interesting to see if those results generalize beyond contrasting cases; it may
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747be, although we have our doubts, that this intervention is only effective for perceptual tasks.
748Finally, our results suggested that supporting joint attention between novices and experts could
749bring interesting results, as real-time mutual gaze perception provides a form of “inter-identity
750technology” ( Q14Lindgren and Pea 2012). As followers, novices could more easily share their
751understanding of concepts without having to know the expert terminology; additionally, it
752would disambiguate experts’ explanations by providing perceptual clues to novices (Hanna and
753Brennan 2007).
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